1) Which of these best explains how your friends would describe you?
A. Organised, outgoing and helpful?
B. Creative, unique and artistic?
C. Calm, precise and thoughtful?

2) If you had to choose, which of these activities would you do at lunchtime of after
school?
A. Play sports, take part in a debate or be a representative on the school
council?
B. Rehearse for the school play, choir, orchestra or work on the school
magazine?
C. Be at a chess club, in the computer room or library?
3) What is your ideal clothing style? Is it:
A. Designer – you like to be a trend-setter, following fashion and usually being
the first in your crowd to be wearing the latest trend?
B. Unique – You’ve an eye for the unusual. And can often be found in the
charity shops or markets and sometimes customise your own clothes?
C. Bargain hunter – you know a good deal when you see one and are prepared
to wait for it. You make the most of the sales and your mates are in awe of
your ability to root out a bargain. Before you buy the jeans your after you
check you can’t get them cheaper anywhere else?
4) It’s your mate’s birthday. Do you:
A. Organise a surprise part or a collection amongst all their friends to buy them
something from all of you that they really want?
B. Make them a present yourself – they would prefer to have something that you
have spent time making and anyway you haven’t the money to buy them
something they really want?
C. Buy the perfect present – you have spent weeks working out what they want
and you have saved up for it?

5) What state in your bedroom usually in? Is it:

A. Kind of organised, but so that you know where everything is?
B. A complete mess with clothes all over the floor, CD’s scattered everywhere
and books off the selves?
C. Tidy with everything carefully arranged and in order?

6) Which do you prefer from the following groups of subjects/lessons?
A. History, English or Drama?
B. Art, music or Design?
C. Sciences, Maths or ICT?

7) Which is most likely to annoy your friends about you?
A. You can sometimes be bossy and to loud?
B. You often daydream or come up with crazy ideas and can be disorganised or
indecisive?
C. You sometimes come across as too picky and a perfectionist?

8) For Christmas you receive a new mobile phone. Do you:
A. Read the introduction book, skim the rest then jump in and start programming
the phone?
B. Ignore the instruction book and launch straight in setting up your new phone,
working it out yourself as you go?
C. Read the instruction book cover to cove before programming the phone
according to the instructions?

Mostly A’s = Organiser



You are an organiser and a natural leader. You like to be in control and are probably
happiest when you organising others.



In brainstorming sessions you are likely to be the one who leads the group, ensuring
there is a balance between opinions of the other members of the group and ensuring
that everyone has their say.



You will be a real asset to your team at the planning and prototype building stage.

Mostly B’s = Creative



You are naturally creative and artistic. You probably make decisions based on
instinct and come up with unusual approaches to problem solving.



In brainstorming sessions you are likely to have lots of ideas and will be a real asset
to your team at the design stage.



You are probably a dreamer and so need to concentrate on making sure your ideas
are realistic

Mostly C’s = Technical



You are naturally articulate, precise and have good attention to detail.



In a brainstorming session you are likely to be the voice of reason taking a balanced
approach.



You will be a real asset to your team at the research stage.

